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Hydrodesulfurization (HDS), the removal of sulfur in the fo.m of HzS from petroleum, is a
crucial step in the industrial refinement process. Using the extended Hiickel tight binding method,
we have examined the nature of the active site and the mechanism of desulfurization in the case of
thiophene on MoS 2. The ~S-bound sites, in which the thiophene ring lies parallel to the surface,
are particularly advantageous to weakening the S-C bond. T/l-bound sites are less active. The
removal of surrounding surface sulfurs increases the HDS potential of the ~ls geometry, but is
ineffective at promoting the poorer adsorption modes. Surface reconstruction has also been
examined; the possibility of M o - M o pairing is suggested. The effect of poisons and promoters is
considered. The role they play in HDS catalysis may be determined by the position they occupy in
the McS 2 lattice. Metals which replace a surface molybdenum tend to poison HDS, whereas those
which "pseudo-intercalate" between the S-S layers can serve to promote the reaction.

I. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Catalytic hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is a vital step in the processing of
petroleum into useful hydrocarbon products [1]. Petroleum carries many
sulfur-containing compounds, which must be converted into desulfurized
organics and H2S waste before use. For the light (low molecular weight)
fractions, the concern is that sulfur will reduce the stability of the product
fuels and will poison the platinum based catalysts used for their combustion.
The heavy. (high molecular weight) fractions are converted into jet and heating
ftlels; for these, the reduction of SO2 pollution motivates the cleansing.
~oth aromatic and nonaromatic organozultur compoand~ are found in
petroleum. The nonaromatic thiols, sulfides and disulfides readily undergo
hydrodesulfurization. Much less reactive are the aromati, c spe;fies. These are
0039-6028/88/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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comprised largely of thiophene, dibenzothiophene and other thiophenic species.
Thiophene, SC4H4 (scheme 1), is a 5-membered planar ring and is the simplest
aromatic in the feedstock. Under catalytic HDS conditions, it yields primarily
butane (C4Hl0) although some lighter hydrocarbon products are observed due
to hydrocracking. If the reaction is performed under low H2 pressures, the
main product is butadiene ( C 4 H 6 ) . It is unknown whether desulfurization or
hydrogenation of the thiophene ring occurs first, or if the process is concerted.
In the case of dibenzothiophene, however, it is known that desulfurization
tends to occur first [lb]. Of the two steps, desulfurization is the more crucial,
as hydrogenation can occur under a great variety of different catalytic conditions but desulfurization is nearly specific to the transition metal dichalcogenides. Thus, it is important to stress that desulfurization can occur
without full prior hydrogenation.
Catalysts based on the layered transition metal dichalcogenides are historically the most widely used industrial HDS catalysts. These usually contain
some combination of Co, Ni, Mo and W sulfides. The morphology of the
mixed phases, such as the very_ active C o / M o / S phase, is a subject of some
speculation, which we will consider later. The industrial catalyst are small,
porous sulfided crystaUites bound to an AI2Oa or silica-alumina support.
There were early suggestions that the alumina carrier could be catalytically
active and, in particular, performed a crucial role in promotion [la,3]. But as
both unsupported sulfides [2a] and carbon supported sulfides [2b] can catalyze
HDS, the catalytic activity appears to arise from the sulfide itself rather than
the support.
Much of the recent theoretical and experimental work in HDS has concentrated specifically on the process of S-C bond cleavage in thiophene on
MoS2. Still, many factors, such as the initial adsorption geometry, the idvntity
of the active site and a workable model for the reaction mechanism are
obscure. The crucial experiments remain difficult to conduct because of the
highly anisotropic morphology of MoS2. The theoretical work has been
hampered by the complexity of the ~ystem. We shall propose several possible
active sites for thiophene HDS on i o S 2, and address the problems of defects,
surface reconstruction and promoters.
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Scheme 2

MoS2 forms a layered structure; hexagonal S and Mo nets are stacked to
give S - M o - S "sandwiches", scheme 2. Inside the sandwiches, each
molybdenum is coordinated in a trigonal prismatic fashion by six sulfur
atoms. The sandwiches are stacked to create close packing contacts between
the sulfur layers. A cross section of three adjacent sandwiches is shown in
scheme 3. The intersandwich spacing of 3.16 A indicates that the units are
held together by van der Waal~ forces and thus are essentially isolated. The
crystals cleave easily to expose the all sulfur basal plane (002). This is not,
however, the active surface. Essentially it is a plane of sulfur lone pairs, and
thus predictably inert to adsorption and reactions. Neither thiophene, 1,3butadiene nor H2S decompose on the basal plane [4].
According to several recent studies, the active surface exposes molybdenum
centers. By cutting the crystals perpendiculai to the natural cleavage plane, the
activities of the basal and Mo-containing surfaces can be compared directly.
The rate of catalytic olefin isomerization increases with the amount of cut
surface exposed [5]. HDS activity can be correlated to the number of Mo
centers on the surface as measured by the extent of oxygen chemisorption [6],
ESR spin density [7], and magnetic susceptibility [8]. By exploiting the
relationship between crystal size and the relative numbers of edge, comer and
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basal sites, it was forwarded that HDS, hydrogenation and 0 2 chemisorption
data was best fit to a model which requires that the edge sites are the only
active sites [9]. No correlation is found between HDS activity and the BET
surface area [6], which is a measure of the total surface area [10].
A commonly called upon model for the active surface is the (100) edge
plane, a side view of which is shown in scheme 3. A perfect (100) surface is
physically very difficult to create, because the anisotropy of the M o S 2 architecture lends itself to growing very thin crystals with large basal planes. In
addition, the majority of the exposed Mo in scheme 3 are likely to be
"tied-off' with an additional layer of sulfur. Several investigators have advocated that catalytic HDS occurs at defect sites in the edge plane and comer
sites along the edge-basal junction [11]. There is some experimental evidence
that olefin isomerization and hydrogenation occur at coordinatively unsaturated sites [5]. The defect density on single crystal MoS 2 platelets as
measured by optical absorbence can be correlated to the HDS of dibenzothiophene [12]. Even the inertness of the basal plane to 02 chemisorption can
be reversed by sputtering to create defects [13]. On the edge plane, a defect site
may be formed, for example, by removing one or more surface sulfur atoms.
This type of defect, as well as the comer sites, will expose an unsaturated Mo
center. Intuitively, these sites could offer a particularly attractive coordination
environment for adsorbates, and may have an elevated chemical activity when
compared to sites on the pristine edge plane.
Much of the analysis of the HDS active site can be performed o n M o S 2
directly. Thus far, single crystal studies, which are necessary to understanding
the mechanistic details of the catalytic process, have not been performed on
the active edge plane because of the difficulty in obtaining single crystals with
enough edge plane area to study. The reaction must be examined by less direct
routes. There are three typical approaches: (1) reactor modeling under catalytic condition, (2) extrapolation from molecular organometaUic analogues,
and (3) examination of thiophene (or thiophenic species) on clean transition
metal surfaces. The first was paramount in the identification of the Mo-exposing surface as the active surface [5,6]. The method has also been used to
elucidate the role of promoters, as we will discuss later.
Many investigators have chosen to model the HDS system with thiophene
or other organosulfur adsorbates o:a well characterized, clean transition metal
surfaces. Thiophene decomposes t~, atomic surface S and C, and gaseous H2
on some surfaces such as Mo(ll0) [14]. Unless the reaction can be slowed
Lltl,
down, as was reported in this case with the preadsorption of att,~fi,: ~ILIII
-'"~"these are relatively uninformative surfaces as HDS analogues. If molecular
thiophene chemisorption does occur, the initial adsorption geometry and the
HDS active geometry (the two need not be identical) appear to be highly
surface and, in some cases, coverage dependent. Some schemes propose a shift
from the adsorption to the active geometry with increasing temperature and
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prior to any S - C bond scission. For example, on P t ( l l l ) at 180 K, a shift is
proposed from an inactive - 40 ° cant of the ring to the surface, to the active
geometry which places the ring parallel to the surface [15]. The coordination
through all five ring atoms makes particularly good use of the thiophene ,r
system, as we will show later. Paralleling organometallic nomenclature, it can
be called an rlS-bound species. In contrast to the (111) face, the shift on the
Pt(100) surface is in the opposite'direction, from parallel to tilted [16]. No shift
is proposed on Ni(100); the active species is imagined bound through the
sulfur and perpendicular to the surface [17]. The two lone pairs of the sulfur
will be important to this ~ll-coordination mode. On Mo(100), the active
geometry is coverage dependent - parallel at low coverages with an alternate
perpendicular geometry available at high coverages [18].
At higher temperatures, the S - C bond cleaves to yield chemisorbed atomic
sulfur and a surface hydrocarbon species. Although the evidence in many
cases does not necessarily preclude other structures, the surface fragment is
often visualized as a metallocycle. Proposed are either MC4H4, scheme 4, or
the partially dehydrogenated MC 4H 3 or MC4 H 2. During the course of a single
study on a wide range of metal surfaces, metallocyclic intermediates were
strongly favored for Ni(100), Ru(001) and Os(001), and less strongly favored
for Ni(lll), I r ( l l l ) Pt(lll), Pd(100) and P d ( l l l ) [19].
Dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon occurs at higher temperatures to
produce surface atomic C and hydrogen gas. Recall that catalytic HDS
intermediates undergo hydrogenation, rather than dehydrogenation. Hydrogenation cannot occur under ultrahigh vacuum conditions, but the important
point is that desulfurization can occur prior to hydrogenation. All in all, it
may be easier to cleave the S-C bond in saturated species. For example, if one
of the six-membered tings of dibe.n2otbJophene is saturated~ HDS becomes
much more facile than for dibenzothiophene itself [lb]. On several Pt surfaces,
under similar conditions, the S-C bond scission in tetrahydrothiophene
(SC4H8, the saturated analogue of thiophene) will occur at temperatures as
much as 150 K lower than for thiophene. The proposed intermediate for the
tetrahydrothiophene reaction is a potentially aromatic sulfur containing metal-
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locycle, MS4H 4 [16]. Sulfur containing metallocyclic intermediates have not
yet been suggested for thiophene decomposition. An intriguing noncyclic
intermediate, the butyl thiolate SC4H9, scheme 5 has been proposed for the
tetrahydrothiophene decomposition on Mo(ll0) [20]. The intermediate points
to the possibility of a two step desulfurization in which the two S - C bonds are
broken independently. The first S - C bond scission to produce scheme 5 may
occur via an 712 species bound through the sulfur and one adjacent a-carbon.
The second scission can then proceed from the linear surface species. Other
mechanisms imply a concerted replacement of the S by a metal atom, with
little distortion of the cyclic character of the adsorbate.
Two binding modes have been observed for the handful of molecular
organometallic species with thiophene ligands: ~ bound through the sulfur
end and 715 bound through the 5 atoms of the ring. The ~1~ complexes, such as
(NH3)sRu(TtLSC4H4) 2+ [21a] and Cp(CO)EFe(o~-SC4H4) + [21b] ( C p =
cyclopentadiene, C5H5) are rare and are inert to HDS-like reactions. The
metal-sulfur bond is weak and neither ring opening, desulfudzadon, nor
hydrogen exchange has been observed [21]. Somewhat more common is ~5
coordination in compounds such as (CO)3Cr(TIS-SC4H4) [22a], (CO)3Mn(~ 5SC4H4) + [22b] and CpM(~5-SC4H4) n+ (M = Fe, n = 1 [22a]; M = Ru, n = 1
[22d]; M = Rh, It, n = 2 [22e]). A series of detailed studies on several of the
¢r-bound species has uncovered a reactivity proposed to be analogous to HDS.
Hydrogen exchange can occur at the tx position in CpRu(TtS-SC4H4) + [22d].
Both the ruthenium complex and (CO) 3Mn(TIS-SC4H4) + are active toward
nucleophilic attack at the a position by species such as H - , OCH3 or SCEH~[23a-23c]. The ruthenium hydride adduct, when treated with an excess of
donor ligands (dppe, ((C6Hs)EPCH2) 2, in benzene), will undergo ring scission
[23a]. X-ray crystal structure analysis confirms the formation of the butadiene
thiolate ligand [23d]. In light of this reactivity, it has been proposed that ~5
coordination is more likely to be HDS active.
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Several theoretical studies have been m~dertaken to model both the adsorption and active sites. Due to the complexity of the HDS system, some of the
approximations and simplifications have necessarily been severe. In an early
simple Hiickel and C N D O / 2 study, a proton serves to represent the electron
accepting surface for thiophene adsorption [24a]. Other investigators have
used the extended Hiickel method to consider the adsorption of H2S onto oneand two-molybdenum clusters, favoring coordination to two metal centers
[24b]. More recently, the same method was applied to MoS3H~ clusters to
suggest perpendicular ~ over parallel ~ adsorption geometries [24c]. An
extensive SCF-Xa study of the periodic trends found in transition metal
sulfides proposes a dependence of the activity on both the filling of the highest
occupied molecular orbital of a MSg- duster model and on the degree of
covalency in the metal-sulfur bond. Based on these results, a vaodel was
suggested in which thiophenic molecules bind to the catalyst surface in an ~1
geometry at a sulfur vacancy. Backdonation of the metal electrons into a
thiophenic ~r* orbital could result in a w~:akening of the ring C - S bonds [25].
It has been suggested that HDS catalysts a,re hydrogenated in their active state
and in his light, analysis of clusters of the type HxMOSz finds that both
M o - H and S - H species may exist [26]. Other investigations has stressed the
role of promoters in binary catalyst systems; we will discuss their contributions later.
Our calculations use the extended Hiickel tight binding method [27] on an
infinite system, rather than a cluster. The approximate MO method has
well-documented deficiencies. For instance, it does not give the correct work
functions or reliable potential energy curves. Binding energies can be compared only between similar sites, and tittle importance can be attached to their
absolute values. We cannot identify the initial adsorption site nor follow the
movement of adsorbates on the surface from an adsorption site to an active
site. But we can analyze the basic orbital interactions governing each specific
active site, particularly on a surface which is nonmagnetic, such as MoS 2. In
terms of surface interactions, the system at hand, consisting of a large
adsorbate interaction with a nonmetallic substrate, may be well suited to the
method since the bonding will be dominated by covalent, rather than ionic,
forces.

2. M o S 2 model

We will take the Mo exposing (100) edge plane of MoSz as the starting
point for modeling the HDS active site. At the surface, one half of the metal
atoms are coordinated to only four sulfurs, the remainder have the full trigonal
prismatic compliment of six. Such a surface will probably not exist under
catalytic conditions; many of the exposed Mo ,viii be "tied-off' by extra sulfur
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atoms (from reconstruction, or thiophene or H2S decomposition). The fully
coordinated Mo will serve as a model for the "pristine" surface, and the
exposed Mo will act as the first and simplest of a series of defect site models.
The layered architecture of MoS2 can be used to .~implify the problem. The
S-S layer spacing of 3.16 A precludes significant interactions across the gap.
Each S - M o - S sandwich can then be treated as an independent unit. Three
layers of the sandwich will form a one-dimensional infinite ribbon model. Two
adjacent unit cells are shown in scheme 6. The single translational direction is
along y (i.e., the unit cells are repeated infinitely in this direction). The top xy
plane is the active edge face; Mo3 and M% are protruding and four-coordinate. Similar two vacancy sites have been proposed as the active site for
isomerization reactions [5]. The bottom xy plane acts as a pristine surface;
Mo9 and Mo12 are recessed and six-coordinate. Because of the stacking
registry, the two types, which appear on opposite faces of the model crystal,
are found on adjacent sandwiches of the edge plane for real MoS2 crystals (see
scheme 3). The y z plane is the inert all sulfur basal plane, and the z direction
is perpendicular to the active edge face. To check the validity of the one-dimensional approach, a two-dimensional model was constructed as well. A
second translational vector in the x direction is introduced, and an adjacent
three layer sandwich must be added to the unit cells in scheme 6, so as to
conserve the close packing contacts between the basal S layers. Comparison
calculations between the two models, both with and without adsorbed
thiophene, give close numerical agreement [28] and indicate parallel trends for
the ~dsorption properties of thiophene. Unless specified otherwise, all furth~'r
calculations use scheme 6. Computational details are presented in the appendix.
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Fig. 1. The total DOS of the one-dimensional MoS 2 model (solid line) and the integrals of the
protruding Me xy (dotted line) and yz (dashed line).

Analysis of the electronic structure of the bare M o S 2 mode!, scheme 6, is
fairly simple. The total deusity of state (DOS), the solid line in fig. 1, can be
broken into four parts. From the bottom, we find the sulfur s levels ( - 24.0 to
- 1 8 . 5 eV), a large sulfur p block containing -- 80% of the p levels ( - 16.2 to
- 1 1 . 3 eV), the more compact Me d block ( - 1 1 . 0 to - 7 . 5 eV) and the
disperse M e s and p levels (upwards from - 11.0 eV). A detailed discussion of
the electronic structure of the layered metal dichalcogenides may be found in
an earlier paper from our group [2%]. The Fermi level falls in the d block.
M o S 2 is known to be a semiconductor. Our calculation on the real three-dimensional geometry does give a gap of ---0.8 eV at at. Electrical and optical
measurements give a similar gap wid~.b [29b] and a - - 0 . 7 eV gap is calculated
by ab initio methods [29c]. A recent self-consistent calculation on the full
MoS 2 structure found a slightly smaller gap [29d]. The gap disappears for
scheme 6, not so much because of the one-dimensionality, but because one
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third of the metals in the unit cell (those on the "protruding" surface) are
coordinatively unsaturated. The d orbitals on these metals are not fully split
into the Mo nonbonding levels in the valence band and M o - S antibonding
levels in the conduction band. As our arguments are not centered about
conductivity, we believe that our analysis is nonetheless pertinent to the
system. In fact, the open coordination sphere may favor stronger metal-metal
interactions, as will be shown later.
The metal orbitals will play the leading role in interactions with a thiophene,
so it is important to see their initial energy distribution. They can be followed
by their projected density of states, i.e., their contribution to the total DOS.
Alternatively, one can look at the integral of these contributions or projections. On a scale of 0-100% given at the top, these integrations specify the
percentage of occupation of a specific atomic orbital a: any energy. For
instance, the dotted line in fig. 1 shows the integral of the Mo3 x y levels. These
orbitals point at the surface sulfur atoms, Ss,~f, as can be seen in the top view,
scheme 7. Approximately 30% of the levels are pulled into the S p block to
form the M e - S bonds and their antibonding counterparts are pushed above
the Mo d block. The interaction is so strong that we expect this level to be
unaffected by adsorption of thiophene. The remaining d orbitals are the
surface states which fill the gap. The y z orbitals are indicated in scheme 8.
Their integral is shown as a dashed line in fig. 1. These orbitals protrude out of
the surface and are essentially free to interact with adsorbate orbitals. The
M o - M o interaction is responsible for the splitting of the y z levels about of.
An antibonding combination is drawn in scheme 8, and the splitting can be
seen in the deflection of the integration line. The x z levels fall into a single
sharp peak slightly above of; the M o - M o 8 interaction is weak. We will see
fAxf'x

~,r'N

x)~--y
Scheme8
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that it are the yz orbitals which are crucial to thiophene adsorption at most
sites.
Surface Mo 3 is reduced relative to the " b u l k " Mo in the second layer. The
net charges are + 0.80 and + 1.11 respectively. The observed electron gain by
the surface Mo is consistent with calculations on MoSz-like clusters [26].
Enhanced H D S activity might well be expected at reduced metal centers [30],
as the donor strength into the empty thiophene levels can depend, greatly on
the electron density at the metal.

3. Thiophene
The aim of this work is to identify potential HDS active sites. It is
imperative to stress that the initial adsorption site and active site need not be
identical or even similar. The aforementioned shifts in the thiophene geometry
as a fur~.tion of temperature on various transition metal surfaces testify to
this. Since we cannot reliably calculate a full potential surface for hydrodesulfurization we will touch only briefly on the question of the initial adsorption mode. For the same reason, we cannot directly identify the active site but
must rely on indicators of what must be the essential component of the
reaction coordinate, nainely S - C bond weakening.
When such a bond weakening is observed, the computations allow, through
a fragment analysis, a tracing of the bond weakening to the occupation of
specific fragment orbitals. The occupation of such a fragment orbital in an
infinite structure is found hy assigning the atoms of the unit cell to one or
more molecular fragmem.,. The MQ'~ of the fragments, rather than the atomic
orbitals, can be used to fo~'m tile basis set for the crystal wavefunction. We can
decompose the to',al DOS in terms of ibis basis set as well, to obtain the
projected DOS of fragment MO's.
The molecular orbitals of free thiophene are shown at the left in fig. 2. We
set tLe typtca~ cyclopentadienyl set of rr orbitals, perturbed be the S heteroatom. Three of the ~r orbitals are filled. One of these, 2bl, is strongly localized
on S, and can be called ~.he S p or ~r type lone pair. The other, o type lone pair
on S is 9al.
The ooly S - C antibonding orbital in the valence region is the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbita~ (LUMO), 3b~, drawn in scheme 9. Partial
population of 3b 1 by interaction with the surface will cause weakening of the
S-C bond. We will look for that occupation in our calculations. The assumpa
o1_
tion is that incipient S - C c.,eavage
is signalled by .~o
I u ~ u p a t i o n . ""--~,,,.,,
complicated geometry changes, involving population of S-C o* ~rbitals must
eventually follow for complete scission to occur.
Adsorption of simple diatomics is typically described according to the
Blyholder model [31]. The chemisorptive bond relies on a combination of
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Fig. 2. A schematic comparison of the adsorbate MO's and the metal d blocks in the
thiophene/MoS 2 system on the left, and the C O / N i system on the right.

electron donation from an occupied adsorbate orbital to the surface, and
backdonation from the surface into an empty adsorbate level. The prototypical
example is the 5o donation and 2~r* backdonation of the CO. The same
picture can be used for larger, more complex adsorbates such as thiophene.
The acceptor orbital of thiophene will be the empty 3b~, scheme 9, and the
donor orbitals are the two sulfur lone pairs. These are 2b] perpendicular to the
ring and 9a] tangential to the ring. The free thiophene levels are shown on the
far left of fig. 2, juxtaposed with a block representation of the free Mo d levels
(not involved in Mo-Ssurf bonding). A comparison to the simpler and more
familiar levels of the CO on Ni system [32], on the fight in fig. 2, can give a
rough idea of the donor and acceptor qualities of thiophene. The energy gap
between the substrate c r and the adsorbate L U M O is --1.8 eV for

Scheme 9
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thiophene/MoS2 and - 0 . 5 eV for CO/Ni. The CO 2~r* :~s likely to be a
better acceptor thiophene 3bl. The thiophene sulfur lone pairs lie - 3.0 eV
(2bl) and - 3.75 eV (9al) below the M o S 2 of, compared to - 3.0 eV for the
CO 5o. The relative strengths as donors will be determined by the dominating
lone pair, which will depend on the coordination site. However, to place this
comparison in the proper perspective, recall that CO itself is not a "good"
adsorbate on Ni; it does chemisorb, but no dissociation occurs.

4. ~t and ~s sites
Initially, let us consider seven possible active site for the thiophene/MoS2
system. The choices are made on the basis of the transition metal surface
studies and the coordination found in organometallic thiophene complexes.
The thiophene S - M o bond distance was set to 1.90 A in all cases, as this is the
minimum distance found in Mo organometallic species [33]. In previous work,
we found that the chemisorptive bond length will simply alter the magnitude
of the interactions, but will not reverse the general trends or change the nature
of the electronic interactions [32a]. Because of the size of the thiophene ring
(3.60 ,A diameter), the unit cell must contain two primitive substrate cells to
prevent interadsorbate interactions. The unit ceil thus becomes 6.32 .A long in
the translational direction. The ratio of thiophene to surface Mo is 1 "2.
Of the seven possibilities, the first three place the thiophene S on top of
protruding Mo 3. In scheme 10a, the ring is perpendicular to the surface and
lies in the x z plane. The coordination is 711. The ring is tilted ~oward the
surface by 45 ° for scheme 10b (not shown), and in scheme 10c the ring is
pushed parallel to the surface. The second three allow the thiophene S to
bridge protruding Mo3 and Mo 6. The ring is again perpendicular to the surface
and in the x z plane for scheme 10d. It is tilted by 45 ° for scheme 10e (not
shown) and parallel to the surface for scheme 10f. The latter is of particular
interest as the ring is nearly centered over Mo 6 in an approximate ,/5
coordination. Exact 75 coordination is not achieved because of the S - M o
bond length restriction. We choose to keep t ~ s restriction becau, se both the
bond type and bond length must be identical for a valid comparison to be
made. The trends in bond strengths we calculate should then be iindicative of
actual variations in bond lengths. Thiophe~e is bound to the pristine surface
for the last site, scheme lOg. The ring is S bdm,C":o a recessed Mo,). The ring is
perpendicular to the surface and lies in the xz plane. The d hed and parallel
-'~
,-'1...1 . . . . -". 1L~ . ! ~
geometries a , ~ lncompau,alc
wlul tn~; structur,~ U^¢
I
,t.~
1.11¢
,l l.l . J.g.l .I~1. . . .~l..Itl
. . 1c.~1.t,...~
. . . . ~ .t1l l~~
thiophene to S.~f contacts will be too short. The three perpendicular modes,
schemes 10a, lOd, and lOg, were constructed and calculated x~'itb the thiophene
ring lying in the y z plane a,,: well. Negligible differences were observed
between the two orientations, thus only the x z orientation is discassed.
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Scheme 10
The crucial thiophene Mo occupations, overlap populations (o.p.) and
binding energies (BE) are compiled in table 1. According to the two criteria for
the actb-e site - large 3bi occup~ti,~n and red~jc_ed_ S - C o,p, - the ~.5 site.
scheme 10f, is the preferred active site. The occupation of 3bl is nearly 3 / 4 e and the S-C o.p. is reduced 12% from the free molecule. To achieve this high
activity, it is necessary to have at least two adjacent partially uncoordinated
Mo centers, or defect sites. This is simply a matter of geometry; the size of the
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Table 1
Thiophene orbital electron occupations
Thiophene

On-top

Bridging

Mo 9

MO

Schetae
10a

Scheme
10b

Scheme
10c

Scheme
10d

Scherae
10e

2a 2
3bl (LUMO)
la2 (HOMO)
2bl
9a 1

0.000
0.014
2.000
1.792
1.714

0.000
0.052
1.996
1.803
1.723

0.177
0.095
1.759
1.747
1.788

0.016
0.028
1.968
1.688
1.546

0.013
0.254
1.712
1.5"~1
1.621

0.325
0.719
1.688
1.571
1.842

0.045
0.168
1.990
1.326
1.611

S-C
0.846
0.836
(1.72 ,~, 0.887 for free t,tuophene)
Mo-Sthio
1.004
0.947

0.811

0.797

0.808

0.778

0.851

0.742

0.568

0.725

0.412

0.369

1.00

0.85

0.5~

Scheme
10g

Scheme
10f

Overlap populations

(1.90 ~)
Binding energies (eV) °~
3.20

2.74

- 11.97

- 11.57

a) BE = E(MoS 2 substrate) + E(free thiophene)- E(MoS 2 + th~ophene., ystem). Positive BE is
attractive, negative is repulsiv,e.

thiophene ring requires at least two adjacent defects for coordination parallel
to the surface. Scheme ;t0f is also, however, the iMghest energy site. In the
sequel, we will focus on adsorption geometries of type of scheme 10f as
providing the best activation. So we must deal directly with the extravagently
high negative binding energy in this site. Scheme 1Cf shows so much repulsion
between th~ surface and thiophene because its geometry is highly unrealistic.
Fixed Mo-S distances ¢~f 1.90 A in scheme 10f lead to M o - C , of 1.5 ,~,, and
Mo-Ca of 1.7 A. Therefore we move the ring so that: the center falls above the
Mo, with all M o - C distances becoming 1.9 A,. The S - C overlap population
chan~ges little, to 0.780, stiU significantly reduced. And the binding energy is a
much less repulsive -1..53 eV. The Mo-C distances may still be too short; in
CpMoH2 it is 2.3 ~, [2,4] When we move the ring to that separation the
binding energy becomes positive, 1.20 eV. The types of interaction responsible
for tile high activity of the true ~s and ,/5-like (:;cheme 10f) modes are
identical, but for scheme 10f, they ate exaggerated and thus easier to identify
and analyze. In summary, while scheme 10f is repulsive, it leads to more
favorable bound geometries which also seem prepared for S-C bond cleavage.
The ,least active site is scheme 10g, bound to the rece,,~sed Mo on the pristine
surface. S-C bored weaker~ing is negligible and 3b: occvpation Js 0.17 e-. It is
also a poor choice for the irfitiai adsorption site due to the strong
adsorbate-sub~trate repulsion (BE = -11.57 eV). BecaL:se of the full coordination sphere of six substrate sulfur atom, M o 9 c a n act neitiler as donor nor
o
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acceptor. The Mo-St~o (Silo = thiophenic sulfur) interaction is in fact the
weakest of the set of seven, with an o.p. of 0.369. The C~-Ssurf short contact
(2.71 ,~) will allow for interaction between 3bl and S p levels. This "throughspace" interaction brings --- 8% of the 3bl levels into the S p blc~k. Each of
the four Ca-Ssurt o.p.'s of -0.08 will contribute to the net adsorbate-substrate
repulsion. Clearly, the fully coordinated Mo provides a poor site for catalysis,
and the pristine surface must be activated in some manner before catalysis can
occur. Our results, as well as experimental evidence suggest that such activation probably occurs through the formation of sulfur vacancies.
At any particular ring orientation (perpendicular, tilted or parallel), the
bridging sites are substantially more active than on-top sites, based on 3bl
occupation and S - C o.p. reduction. Equivalently, bridging thiophene is a
better acceptor, in the Blyholder terminology. It is also a better donor. The
total electron loss from the two sulfur lone pairs, 2bl and 9a~, is consistently
greater for bridging thiophenes. A more reliable measure of the strength of an
interaction is the amount of dispersion induced in the projected DOS of the
adsorbate MO. As discussed at length in previous work [32a], to consider only
the net atomic or MO charge transfer may give erroneous results. For
example, a strong interaction can push as many levels below c r as above. From
the charge transfer alone, the interaction will appear weaker than it is. For
these seven systems, the dispersion of the sulfur lone pairs of bridging
thiophene is greater, verifying that it is the stronger donor. The direction of
net charge flow is out of the tlfiophene to the coordinated Mo, and (except for
schemes 10d and 10e) into the uncoordinated surface and bulk Mo's. This
suggests that the donor, rather tha,~ acceptor, properties of thiophene dominate
chemisorption.
Of the two sulfur lone pairs, the more effective donor is the one best able to
interact with MOy~, scheme 8. This can be determined by comparing the
dispersions of 2b~ and 9a~ levels, rather than tba charge transfer shown in
table 1. Recall that Mo yz points out of the szvrface and is relatively
uninvolved in the Mo to Ssurf bonding. For the on-top sites, the bonding
between Mo yz and the thiophene MO will be ,r-type. 2b~ will dominate the
perpendicular mode, scheme 1 la, and 9al the parallel geometry, scheme 1lb.
In the case of the bridging tlfiophenes, the lone pair radial, radter ~han
tangential, to the bridge exhibits the stronger interaction with the Mo yz. In
organometaliic dimers bridged by an isolobal ligand, the role of these two
types of orbitals is governed by both the bridging MLM angle (112 ° in this
case) and the relative energetics of the metal and ligand orbitals [35]. 9a! is the
radial orbital for the perpendicular coordination, scheme l lc, and 261 is for
the parallel (7/5), scheme 1ld.
Now we will consider two systems in detail; scheme 10f since it is the most
active site, and scheme 10a exactly because of its low activity, contrary to the
evidence of some transition metal surface studies, but in agreement with the
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lack of reactivity of the ~l-thiophene organometallic species. Fig. 3 depicts the
total DOS of the 7 5 scheme 10f system, and the contributions (magnified) of
the thiophene 3bl and metal x 2 - y2 orbitals to the DOS. Interacting orbitals
are identified by resonances in the density of states contribution. The process
is similar to finding mixing in molecular systems by analyzing the orbital
coefficients. That could be done in the crystal orbitals as well, but because the
coefficients at so many points in the Brillouin zone would have to be
considered, it is easier to move to the DOS curves and find interactions by
matching peaks in these curves. Note that one could also spot these resonances
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Fig. 3. 11"le total DOS of the ~5-thiophene./MoS2 system in the left panel, the magnified
['rojections (15x) and integrations of the 3b~ and Mo x 2 - y2 in the middle and right panels,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Projected DOS and integrations of the ~5-thiophene/MoS2 system: Mo Fz in the left
panel, thiophene 2hi in the middle, and 9a I on the fight.

by just looking at the integration curves, and this we will do for the remainder
of our study. In this case, the match between 3b~ and Mo x 2 - y 2 is good, and
dispersion of 3b~ caused by the interaction is very large. The molecular energy
value is -7.87 eV, but -- 30% of the levels are found in the Mo d block and
- 10% pulled as far down as the S p block.
In fig. 4 are depicted the projected DOS and integrals of 2b], Mo yz and
9a] in the l~ft, middle and fight panels respectively. Compare the dispersion of
the lone pairs, and indeed the radial 2b~ is greater. The match in the peak
positions of 2b~ and Mo yz is also stronger. On bare MoS2, these surface
levels fill the semiconductor gap (fig. 1), but are now spread over a wide
energy range. 9a~ is not entirely unaffected by adsorption. The bulk of the
levels is pushed only - 1 eV below the - 13.32 eV molecular level, but -- 12%
are driven up above the energy window. The resonance is particularly strong at
- 6 . 5 eV.
Several ~Lthiophene bonding modes have been identified on transition
metal surfaces and in organometallic complexes. Our calculations show the 7/1
scheme 10a system to be only a fair active site for S - C weakening, but the
most favorable site energetically. The 3b occupation is 0.01 e-, the S - C o.p.
reduction is 43%, but the binding energy is + 3.2 eV. That T/l-coordinated Mo
is a good adsorption site, but a poor active site is simply because Mo is a
better acceptor than donor. On the left in fig. 5 are the thiophene 3bl and 2bl
and Mo yz integrations. The bars on the right axis identify the 3bl and 2b 1
free thiophene energies. Both thiophene orbitals mix with the Mo yz, as would
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panel.

be predicted from the orbital syrnnietries. Three distinct peaks emerge from
the three level interaction; the lower predominantly 2b 1, the middle, near cf,
original Mo yz, and the upper, 3bl. On the bare surface, yz occupation is 1.14
e-, but the 2bl-yz interaction is so strong that a large number of the yz levels
are pushed above c f, resulting in a loss of 0.46 e - . Because the Fermi energy is
essentially constant (and ideally should remain fixed) the electrons lost by
thiophene will be dumped into other substrate levels, which are the adjacent
surface and bulk Mo in the r/1 case. The 3 b l - M o yz coupling strength can be
gauged by the appearance of - 45% of the 3b~ levels in the middle (yz) peak.
Few of the 3b I levels fall below c f because the Mo yz band has been pushed
up so strongly by the better overlap with the S localized 2b~.
In the fight panel of fig. 5 are the 9a] and Mo z 2 integrations. "[he
interaction is strong; the 9a~ median energy (erergy nf h a l f filling) f~A!s - 1
eV below the free thiophene level and its electron loss is comparable to that of
2b 1 ( - 0 . 2 9 e - for %1 and - 0 . 2 1 e - for 2bl). In addition, the upward shift of
z 2 causes a 0.33 e - loss relative to the bare surface. A multi-level interaction is
again at work. Both Mo s and p~ are of the proper symmetry to mix with z 2
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Scheme 12

and create a hybrid orbital pointing out of the surface and well localized for
9al bonding, scheme 12. Since such orbital mixing is often simpler to analyze
in molecular systems, we construct the hypothetical molecular analogue of the
coordination site, M o S 4 ( S C 4 H ~ ) - 4 [36]. Analysis of the molecular orbitals of
this model show that the formally z 2 MO is in fact derived -- 3070 from Pz;
the s component is small due to the large energy gap. This confirms the picture
in scheme 12.
Returning to the left panel of fig. 5, the 71 mode can perhaps become a
more active site if the surface is somehow reduced. The 3bl levels directly
above c f would then become occupied. Reduction may come about at a lower
coordinated Mo center (a more "defective" site) or on a binary metal sulfide
surface [30,37]. Both possibilities will be discussed.

5..~z coordination
One intriguing possibility of raising the ring-to-surface contact is a n 1/2thiophene coordination, such as in scheme 13. This geometry has been
suggested as for the intermediate in a two-step mechanism of sulfur extrusion
[20]. Many geometric options are conceivable, from the simple scheme 13 to
complex bridging constructions. But few choices will avoid a very strained and
awkward four-coordination planar arrangement about Ca; dehydrogenation
may need to occur first. Dehydrogenation products are observed on the clean

s\
/

\
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\
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Mo

Scheme 13

Ha
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Scheme 14

transition metal surfaces under low H 2 pressure. As model studies on MoS2,
as well as the actual industrial catalysis process, are conducted under hydrogen
atmospheres, it is not surprising that such products are not found. However, a
reasonable HDS mechanism might well incorporate a partial dehydrogenation
step immediately preceding desulfurization, and then conclude with full
hydrogenation. For example, Ha could be temporarily lost or hydrogen
bridged to a surface sulfur, and regained after desulfurization. Precedence for
the formation of a S-H surface species can be found in the inelastic neutron
scattering measurements on H2 sorption onto MoS2 [38a] and the observation
of S-H stretching frequencies by IR [38b,38c]. We cannot follow the dehydrogenation process directly, since the potential energy surface we would generate
for such a complex scenario would be unreliable. We can consider one
potential waypoint - the a-dehydrogenated SCnH~- adsorbate. The SC4H~
molecular levels naturally closely resemble the thiophene orbitals. The localization of 2b~ and 9a~ is not as strongly on the sulfur. A 3b]-like orbital is the
LUMO, and remains at approximately the same energy. The important
difference is the emergence of a new HOMO, scheme 14. It is essentially a C~
lone pair; the destabilized remains of the C~-H bond. It is somewhat S-C o
bonding, thus allowing a new avenue for S-C bond weakening by possible
depopulation of that orbital. The S-C o.p. is 0.882, nearly the same as
thiophene.
We consider two ,~2 modes bound to a single Mo: scheme 15a, ring in x z
and perpendicular to the sandwich propagation direction, and scheme 15b,
ring in y z and "aloni~"' the sandwich. The two bridging modes are scheme 15c,
ring in x z , and scheme 15d, ring in yz. T h e S - M o and C - M o bond lengths
are set to 1.90 A. A summary of the results is given in table 2. S - C bond
weakening is most vigorous in scheme 15c (-2570 reduction), although the
binding energy is unfavorable. Scheme 15b may be the best compromise; the
adsorbate-substrate interaction is attractive, and the S-C o.p. reduction is
comparable to the ~s system.
The mechanism for S-C bond scission is apparently very different for ~]or ~5-thiophene than for ~2-SC4H3. For ,/1. or ~5-thiophene, the extent to
which 3bl can act as an acceptor determines the amount of bond weakening in
thiophene. The donor characteristics of the adsorbate are important in the
o
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chemisorptive bond formation, but not to the S-C scission. The ?12-8C4H3
orbital occupations reveal a different scenario. The acceptor capacity of the
unoccupied levels is essentially lost; the occupz~.ion of the "3b]" orbit~ai ~
never more than 0.074 e-. But the HOMO, the C,, lone pair, acting as a donor
takes over the role played by the 3b~ in thiophene desulfurization. Recall that
the orbital is somewhat S - C . bonding, thus removal of electrons from the
level will weaken ~.he bond. It is a good donor; better than the combined two
sulfur lone pairs based on the electron losses. The C, lone pair depopulation
runs parallel to the S - C o.p. tre~lds, and no such correlation can be found with
the 3b~ electron gains. Roughly speaking, the S-C bond is weakened in favor
of the new C - M a chemisorptive bond. Although we have a good estimate of
the former effect in the S - C o.p., the later is diffk ult to gauge. The diversity in
coordination number and mode cannot easily be accounted for in the M o - S
and M o - C o.p.'s.
The sites of schemes 15a and 15b are geometrically so similar, that they can
be compared side by side. If the thiopheq~ :~es "along" the sandwich, in vz as
in scheme 15b, the S - C weakening is considerably more than "across" the
sandwich, in x z as in scheme 15a. The resonances are strong between both the
(2, lone pair and y z of scheme 15b, x z of scheme 15a. The electron loss from
Table 2
~12-thiophene results
Scheme i5a

Scheme i5b

C. !one pz;.r

0.035
1.460

0.039
1.335

0.07-~
0.900

0.614
1.508

S - C overlap population
(0.887 for free thiophene)
BE (eV)

0.844
3.38

0.784
2.23

0.669
- 4A 4

P 818
5.88

3bl occupation

Scheme 15c

Scheme 15d
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the ad:sorbate orbital is greater for scheme 15b. The answer can lie in the
additional interaction possible only in scheme 15b between the adsorbate and
the adjacent bare surface Mo. The distance is long (2.86 ,A) and the overlap
population small (0.064), but the contact can induce important rehybridization
in the adsorbate levels.

6. Ring hydrogenation
Direct hydrogenation of the thiophene ring is frequency proposed as a
critical step toward S-C scission, particularly in the context of hydridic
addition to T/5-organometallic complexes [23]. It has been suggested that the
loss in conjugation afforded by the addition reaction could overcome a
potential barrier in HDS [39]. Hydride addition is specific to the a position
for the organometallic compounds [23]. Under catalytic conditions, however, it
is unclear whether the addition will be of H +, H', or H-. Heterolytic HE
cleavage may be favored over homolytic cleavage on MOSE [26].
The large a-carbon coefficients of both the 3bl L U M O and the l a 2 HOMO
(fig. 2) favor ~x over fl hydrogenation by H +, H ; or H - . But as previously
mentioned, 2bl is part of the ¢r system and is not a "pure" lone pair. The
density is --- 29% at each//-carbon. Thus fl-H + addition appears possible, but
fl-H" or H - addition will be hampered by the low orbital density of 3b~ at
The interaction diagrams of c~ and fl hydrogen addition to an isolated
thiophene molecule, not bound to a MoS2 surface, are shown respectively on
the left and fight in fig. 6. The approach is in a perpendicular direction,
d(C-H) = 1.0 A, Orbital occupations are given for the case of H +. The extent
of stabilization of la2 due to a-addition and 2b~ for //-addition are very
similar, as is the stabilization of the all ¢r bondh~g l b~. The a-H + product is
energetically favored by only 0.10 eV. What is more intriguing is a comparison
of the ring o.p.'s, scheme 16. Both addition geometries weaken one and
strengthen the other S-C bond, but the weakening upon a-addition is much
more profound. The interaction diagrams show that symmetry reduction by
the incoming hydrogen allows a strong mixing of 3b~ into the la2 level. The
resultant orbital, 3a, has significant S - C antibonding character. Mixing resulting from the fl-addition does not create an occupied orbital so strongly S - C
antibonding.
Aaa:,:....
~:'~"- H ' o r H - - :wm
" pa~aa.y
_..._. or ~u.y
e. ,,_ populate the .,o
.,, 1 derived
~,,,,,,1, of ~.,,,,~,
level. Because of the larger a coefficients, the stabilization of this orbital from
an a approach is greater. The total energies favor a over fl by 0.44 eV for H"
and 0.97 eV for H - a-addition remains --9% more effective towards S - C
weakening for H ; but for H - , it is fl-addition which results in a weaker S - C
bond.
o
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Fig. 6. Interaction diagram of a-hydrogenation of thiophene on the left, and .B-hydrogenatior. on
the right.

Similar trends result if hydrogen addition occurs o n t e thiophene n o w
coordinated rlI or rl5 to the MoS2 model, scheme 6. a - H + addition is
energetically favored over fl-addition to b o t h rl1 (0.39 e V / u n i t cell) and 71s
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Scheme 16

(0.18 eV//urlit cell) adsorbed thiophene. The effect of the hydrogenation step
alone on the S - C o.p. also parallels the molecular results. In each case, one
S-C bond is weakened while the other is strengthened in comparison to the
results of thiophene bound to the surface, schemes 10a and 10f. The reductions are 13-14% in the o.p.'s for the a-products, but only 1-2% for the
/3-products. All in all, it appears that a-addition is not only somewhat favored
over/]-addition, but it may also help to activate the ring toward a two-step
desulfurization process in which the two S - C bonds will be broken independently.

7. Other defect sites

A fundamental problem in establishing an HDS mechanism is the lack of
information about the surface morpholegy of the catalyst at an atomic level.
Thus far, we have considered thiophene adsorption onto the pristine MoS2
edge plane (bottom plane of scheme 6) and onto simple two vacancy defect
sites created by removing a plane of sulfur atoms (top plane of scheme 6). A
more explicit defect site can be produced by sequentially removing one to
three of the four Ssurf atoms about each protruding Mo. The removal of one
Ss,rf from this plane will create a three vacanc~ site. Such sitc~ have has been
examined as models for the pote~qtially active comer of the M o S 2 crystal [24c].
Further Ss,,~r removal will perhaps unrealistically deform the MoS~ structure,
as these sulfurs are coordinated to bulk Mo as well. The results can, however,
be directly compared to calculations on schemes 10a-10f, so that the direct
effect of the defect on the binding mode can be examined. The sulfurs are
removed as neutral atoms, so that the Mo is formally reduced from Mo (IV) of
bulk M o S 2 towards Mo(lIl). Recall that our calculations start with the
protruding surface metals of scheme 6 reduced relative to the bulk. These
metals gain approximately an additional 0.4 e- with each sulfur removed.
As the sulfurs are removed from the top place of the model, the activity of
the rt~ site remains constant. The S-C o.p. drops insignificantly from 0.846 in
scheme 10a to a minimum of 0.842 if two Ssurf are removed. The rise in the 3b~
population is similarly small (0.005 e-), and the BE becomes more favorable
by 0.31 eV. A defect created by simple coordinative unsaturation of the
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Table 3
rlS-thiophene orbital electron occupat ons upon removal of surface S from top surface of scheme
10f

Thiophene

Scheme 10f

MO
2a 1
3bl (LUMO)
l a 1 (HOMO)
2b I
9al

Remove
$4 a~

Remove
$4 and $5

Remove
$4, Ss and $1

0.325
0.719
1.688
1.571
1.842

0.372
0.720
1.719
1.574
1.614

0.462
~.729
1.764
1.582
1.621

0.478
0.751
1.828
1.674
1.621

S-C
0.778
(0.887 in free thiophene)
Mo-Sthio
0.412

0.762

0.758

0.715

0.885

0.981

0.990

Overlap populations

Binding energies (e V)
- 11.97

- 7.00

- 2.48

+ 1.87

a~ Numbering refers to scheme lOf.

surface will not force the occupation of the 3b I peak directly above c f in fig. 5.
It is of course possible that T/1 coordination at some other defect site may still
reverse the low activity of this adsorption geometry.
The effect on the ~15 geometry is striking. Table 3 enumerates the results
through the series as 0 to 3 Ssurf atoms are removed. Thiophene becomes a
better backbonder as seen in the dramatic rise of the 3b~ occupation (0.719 e to 0.751 e-). 1he S - C bond weakens as a result, with a drop in the o.p. from
0.778 to 0.715. The BE increases steadily so that the substrate-adsorbate
interaction becomes attractive at '.he removal of the third Ssurf atom. This type
of defect will offer a superior site to a thiophene coordination which is already
"activated", as the ~5 mode is.
To understand the effect, we turn to a simple molecular model, the C p M o
fragment. The interaction diagr~tm between the orbitals of the CsH~ cyclopentadienyl anion and the Mo d black are shown in fig. 7. The Cp e2 set, from
which are derived the nondegenerate thiophene 3b~ and 2a~, can interact with
the Mo e2, the x y and x 2 - y2. In the top surface of scheme 6, the x y orbitals
are folly occupied with M o - S s u r f bonding. But as the Ssurf atoms are removed,
the interaction between the unoccupied thiophene levels and the Mo x y is
" t u r n e d on", as it is fully for CpMo. More of the 3b~ levels will be pulled
under of. The xy projected DOS corroborate these notions; of the 30% of the
x y levels found in the S p block for scheme 6, but less than 10% remain if
three Ss~rf atoms are pulled out.
If instead, S~.rf atoms are removed from the pristine surface, i.e. the bottom
face of scheme 6, one, two and three vacancy sites will result. Because of the
trigonal prismatic Mo coordination, the two vacancy site will not be identical
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Fig. 7. Partial interaction diagram of the cyclopentadienyl anion o : the left and the atomic
~.Jt
" "U "t t.G.,S
" " ~f Me,~n the right.

and Me 6 in scheme 6. Reduction at the metal follows S abst~, action on
this surface as well; removal of one, two and three Ss,rf atoms produces a gain
of 0.19, 0.73 and 1.17 e - respectively. Nethertheless, S - C activation does not
follow in the 71~ scheme 10g system as the surrounding sulfurs are removed. In
tO M,-, 3
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,L.
Scheme 17

fact, the S-C o.p. rises nearly imperceptibly from 0.851 on the pristine surface
to 0.853 at the three vacancy site. The defect site is a better initial adsorption
site; the BE becomes more attractive by -- 10.6 eV through the series. This
could have been predicted, recalling the two factors - low M o - S t h i o o.p. and
negative Ca-Ssurf o.p. - which made the site unfavorable on the pristine
surface. As Ssurf atoms are removed, the negative C,,-Ssurf interaction becomes
irrelevant, and the Mo d levels are freed from MO-Ssurf bonding and available
for M o - S t h i o bonding. The M o - S t h i o o.p. more than doubles between the
pristine and three vacancy site (0.369 to 0.858). The loss of C,-Ssurf coupling
will lower the 3b~ occupation, whereas the heightened Mo-Sthio bonding will
rinse it. The net result is a slight gai, .:n population - from 0.168 e- to 0.184
e-.
New thiophene adsorption modes are exposed in the process of creating
coordinatively unsaturated defects. For example, one could imagine assigning
the thiophenic sulfur to a site previously occupied by a Ssurf atom. We have
chosen a geometry in which the thiophene ring makes an angle of 45 o with the
edge plane, scheme 17. Numerical results of the series are found in table 4.
Simple substitution of St~ao for a single Ssurf atom sets the Mo-S distance at
2.36 A, which is apparently too long to have any activating characteristics. The
3b~ occupation is nearly zero, and the S - C o.p. is invariant from the molecular
value. The activity is greatly increased if the M o - S t h i o distance is shortened to
1.90 ,~ by sliding Sthio up the Mo-S~,~f-Mo plane. The 3bl occupation jumps
to nearly 1/3 electrons, and the S-C o.p. drops by 0.033. Thc BE, however, is
Table 4
Substitution of ttfiophene for surface sulfur

3bl occupation
S - C overlap population
(0.887 in free thiophene)
BE (eV)

Remove $4
Mc2,-Sthiodistance

Remove $1, -~ and S4
Mo-Sthio distance

2.36 A

2.36 A

0.067
0.888
- 10.54

1.90 A
0.295
0.855
- 15.30

0.048
0.873
- 0.06

1.90 A
0.246
0.839
- 2.59
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strongly repulsive. The site become energetically more tractable if two Ss,,~f
atoms are removed in addition to the one at the substitution site. The S - C o.p.
drops again to 0.839 revealing an increase in activation as well. It is then
possible to activate the thiophene ring toward S - C bond weakening through
coordination at the sulfur. Of the sites we have chosen to study, however, this
activation occurs only when the tring sulfur substitutes for a MoS 2 sulfur. This
suggests a multitude of additional sites for future study.
The evidence that defect sites can elevate HDS turnover rates is strong. It is
not know, however, whether surface reconstruction occurs on the active
surface, because LEED studies have yet to be performed on the edge face. The
method has been implemented on the basal plane [4]. A simple type of
reconstruction is a pairwise distortion. Similar reconstruction patterns are
widely accepted to occur on other semiconductor surfaces (e.g. Si(001)2 x 1
[40]). The idea of S-S dimers is also renfiniscent of the non-layered dichalcogenides, that is, the marcasite and p)'dte structures of the late transition
metals and the pairing that one observes in metal trichalcogenides, such as
NbSe 3. It has also been suggested that formation of S-S dimers may play a
role in HD$ catalysis [2a]. We have considered only S-S or M o - M o pairing
by contraction of the contact distance. Certainly, more complex possibilities
could be imagined. On the protruding surface in particular, one might envisage systems which combine the creation of additional defects with S-S
pairing. The sulfur pairs can be created across the sandwich along x, scheme
18a, or either symmetrically, scheme 18b, or unsymmetrically, scheme 18c,
along y. Both symmetric pairing along x, scheme 18d, and along y, scheme

Mo

%.o,,
/

a

s

S

\M/I

b

N"s
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V \L
Mo

/ \

d
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Scheme 18
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18e, was considered on the face where Mo is recessed. The latter are of
particular interest since they are truly° edge sulfurs. The S - S distances in bulk
M o S 2 are 3.16 ,~ along y and 2.98 A along x. For scheme 18a, contractions
less than 0.2 ~, were slightly stabilizing (0.13 eV at 0.15 ,~), but further
contraction of scheme 18a or any contraction whatsoever on schemes 18b-18e
were destabilizing. The repulsive S-S behavior can be predicted simply from
the total DOS of the original surface (fig. 1). As ~ 8070 of the S p levels lie
below of, dimerization will push partially occupied S - S antibonding levels up
in energy. The S - S o.p. will become more negative as a result. A point is
reached during the contraction (between d ( S - S ) = 2.5 and 2.6 ,~ along y )
where the o* level~ are pushed above c f and the S-S o.p. rises dramatically.
The distortion causes other antibonding interactions to appear and forces the
cf up; the net result remains energetically unfavorable. Based on these results,
nc simple S-S dimerization is expected.
Mo pairing on both the protruding and recessed surfaces has been examined. The latter is energetically unfavorable at any contraction distance,
presumably since the coordination sphere of the recessed Mo is already full.
Of the seven reconstruction possibilities we have considered, only dimerization
of the protruding Mo is found to be favorable. The total -::,ergy per unit cell
(108 valence electrons) is reduced by 0.1 eV upon a 0.45 A contraction to
d ( M o - M o ) = 2.71 A. As the contact is shortened, more of the bonding xz
combinations drop below of. The yz occupation rises from 0.30 to 0.81 e-, and
the M o - M o o.p. doubles with the same contraction. Because the surface
bonds become so strong, we expect that the reconstruction will not create
strong HDS active sites. Empirically, according to the principle of Sabatier, it
seems that good catalysts must have an intermediate heat of formation, i.e.
intermediate surface bond strengths [41]. Testing several thiophene adsorption
geometries, we find that the reconstruction has no effect on the S-C o.p. of
the ~ species. The 75 site becomes less active; a 0.45 ,~ contraction causes the
S - C o.p. to increase from 0.778 to 0.805 and the backbonding into 3b~ to drop
from 0.719 e - t o 0.562 e-. This is a direct consequence of the heightened
M o - M o interaction forced by the pairing. Recall that the strongest 3bn-Mo
mixing is seen with x 2 - y2. The combinations which are o bonding between
the metals, exactly those which can interact with 3bl, will move to a lower
energy and further from the thiophene level. Nethertheless, the site retains a
greater activity than the remaining six geometries on the unreconstructed
surface (scheme 10).
o

8. Promotion and poisoning
It is well known that M o S 2 (or WS 2) treated with cobalt or nickel will
exhibit enhanced HDS activity. Turnover rates can be increased by as much as
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o=s

Scheme 19

a factor of ten [42]. The effect is synergistic, as the activities of the promoted
systems are greater than either sulfide individually. A recent study has also
shown that copper can act as a very efficient poison and reduce MoS, activity
bY - 50% [37]. The mechanism of promotion or poisoning is still an unresolved issue. The promoter atoms are likely to remain near or at the crystal
surface, in what has been described as a “decoration” process. Among the
various models following this hypotheses,
there is strong support for the
“pseudointercalation”
model. The idea is that Co and Ni insert into the edge
face between the S-S layers to occupy the octahedral and/or tetrahedral holes
near the surface. These sites are shown in schemes 19a and 19b, respectively.
The pseudointercalated promoter will work indirectly on existing surface sites
to enhance their activity. The term “pseudointercalation”
was originally
applied to the WS,/Ni hydrogenation catalyst [43] and later to the MsS,/Co
DS system [44]. It serves to emphasize that normally, neither MoS, nor WS2
are subject to ready intercalation, in contrast to other layered dichalcogenides.
A recent Auger spectroscopy s
OS, system found Co absent
from the basal plane. The dept
by sputtering away the edge
plane reveal substantial Co enrichment n?ar the crystal surface, dropping from
- 23% at the surface to - 12% at 160 A, and trace amounts at 1500 A [45].
iissbauer emission results indicate that the Co resides in a sulfur environment [42,46]. H
r, the authors propose a second type of “decoration”; Co
can substitute fo
near the crystal surface [46]. The promoter can assume a
direct role in the reaction, providing a new type of site rather than modifying
the existing
0 sites.
nents of a third model, the b&basic
contact synergy
that promotion results simply from t
rzr WS,) and Co& (or Ni,S,) crystallites.

number of ot
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Apart from the geometric considerations, there is also the difficult question
as to whether the modification is in the quality of the active site (electronic
effect) or in their quantity (structural effect). The electronic mechanism is
favored both by modeling studies of H D S activities [9] and the observation of
a relationship between the turnover rates of the synergistic systems and the
average of the component sulfide heats of formation [50]. The nature of the
electronic effect has been addressed through a series of SCF-Xa calculations
on M o M ' S ~ - , M ' = V to Zn [30,37]. It was found that because of the relative
energy of the d orbitals, Co and Ni transfer electrons to Mo, whereas Cu acts
as an electron withdrawer. These results were consistent with the previous
calculations on binary metal sulfides which related electronic factors to trends
in HDS activity [25]. It was suggested that in the Co or Ni promoted systems,
the increased d electron density on Mo would strengthen the metal-thiophene
interaction and increase backbonding into the tMophene ring.
In order to investigate both the geometric models and the electronic factors
at work in the bimetallic systems, we construct a series of models testing each
of the three metals - Co, Ni and Cu - at each of three sites - substituted,
octahedral and tetrahedral. The second atom can simply be substituted for a
molybdenum atom in the one-diraensional model; our choice is Mo e in scheme
6. The ratio of protruding Mo to substitute metal is 1 : 1. Both octahedral and
tetrahedral sites are available for pseudointercalation between the S-S layers,
schemes 19a and 19b. The single sandwich of model 6 is clearly an inadequate
unit cell. Two of the three layers of two adjacent unit cells are depicted in
scheme 20. To create the correct S-S registl2,, this new unit cell must contain
sections from two adjacent sandwiches and mu~t be translated in both the x

~J

O=Mo
O--s

Q
Q

z

c,

Scheme 20

= Octahedral site
= Tetrahedral site
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Fig. 8. Number of d electrons in protruding Mo if Co, Ni or Cu is placed in octahedral,
tetrahedral or substitution sites. Value is relative to single metal MoS2 models.

and y directions. The system of calculation is a two-dimensional slab. Co, Ni
or Cu are then placed in either the octahedral or tetrahedral closest to the
surface; one unit cell of each type is shown in scheme 20. At that surface, the
ratio of pseudointercaiate to protruding Mo and to recessed Mo is 1 : 1 : 1 .
Because of computational limitations, we rever: to a single primitive unit cell,
rather than two as for schemes 10a-10g. There remains the question as to the
choice of oxidation state for the second metal. One option is to assume tbe
oxidation state of the appropriate sulfide thought to be stable under reactor
conditions, i.e. Co9S8, Ni 3S2 or CuS [25]. Often, h~wever, the identification of
the second phase is ambiguous or complicated by the pre,,,ence of multiple
phases. The choice may also predispose the c:,culations f,~r substitution at a
high sulfur coordination site. To avoid such a bias, a z'.ro oxidation state is
assumed. Our results will naturally be dependent on this choice, as well as our
choice of EH parameters for the second metal.
In fig. 8, the number of d electrons in the protruding Mo is plotted relative
to t h e v a l u e c o m p u t e d

for the one- or two-dimensioi~al

MoS 2 model

for
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pseudointercalation or substitution site respectively. The total Mo occupations
follow very similar curves. Placement of Co, Ni or Cu in the octahedral holes
always causes electronic reduction of the surface Mo 3.58 A, away, i.e. electron
transfer proceeds towards Mo. Tbe gain is specifically in x 2 - y2 and x z . The
levels are redistributed such that Mo d character is lost from the S p block, but
is outweighed by a gain in the lower end of the Mo d block, below of. The
governing factors are difficult to identify, but it is reasonable that the new
S-pseudointercalate interaction, 2.42 A away, reduces the number of S levels
available to Mo-Ss,rf bonding and weakens the Mo-Ssurr bonds. The d levels
of Co, Ni and Cu fall in the middle of the S p block. The Co-Ssurf o.p. is
0.252, for example. Fewer Mo levels are pulled down into tL~ S p area, and
fewer pushed up out of the Mo d block into the antibondin[~ counterparts.
Tetrahedral pseudointercalation of Cu at a distance of 4.07 A reduces Mo,
whereas the two promoters are oxidizing agents. The primary charge transfer
occurs into (for Cu) or out of (for Co and Ni) the Mo x z . At neither
pseudointercalation site does the electron transfer modify the M o - M o surface
interaction; the M o - M o o.p. remain within 0.005 of that computed for the all
Mo system.
Substitution always oxidizes the adjacent Mo, i.e. electron transfer occurs
out of Mo. The strength of the metal-metal interaction is most apparent in the
x 2 - y 2 a n d y z levels, which will participate in o and ¢r bonding respectively.
The levels are distinctly sprit into the bonding combinations below c f and the
antibonding one above. As the d levels of Mo lie above those of Co, Ni and
Cu, the mixing is unequal and more of the Mo d levels are pushed up. The
mixing between the X 2 - - y 2 levels is so severe that a more 15% remain below 0
eV.

If the number of Mo d electrons (or total Mo charge) determines the
activity of nearby sites, then these results suggest that the choice betv:e,en
poisoning and promotion may be simply a matter of the location of the second
metal. We could speculate that atoms which promote HDS, such as Co or Ni,
prefer octahedral pseudointercalation sites, whereas Cu favors substitution
sites. Unfortunately, our method does not allow for a comparison of tlm
energies of these two processes.
To directly test HDS activity of the bimetallic systems, the unit cell of
scheme 6 will be used for the substitution site. The ratio of thiophene to
second metal will be 1" 1. For the pseudointercalation sites the up.it cell
dimensions in the y direction must be doubled so as to avoid adsorbate adsorbate interactions. The two primitive unit cells in scheme 20 form the new
unit cell. The translation in the x direction is r¢illOVt;Lla IO1~- t~i~aulta ut~¢
computational economy. The full system can be depicted as two parallel
infinite ribbons, with a ratio of second metal to protruding Mo to recessed Mo
of 1" 2" 2. T/S-thiophene coordination was examined on four bimetallic systems. The ring was placed over the Mo nearest the octahedral or tetrahedral
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octahedral, tetrahedral or substitution sites. For the latter, the coordination can be over the Mo or
the second metal.

metal, and alternately over either the Mo or second metal in the case of
substitution. The 3b~ occupation and the S - C o.p. are plotted in fig. 9.
In the case of substitution when thiophene coordinates directly to Co, Ni or
Ca, reduced S - C activity is observed through the elevated S - C o.p. in fig. 9.
Although direct participation of Co as a promoter had been suggested on the
ho~;~
.....
r,:l,
.tk. ~. a ~
. . tt;;~Ult~
.
,._ ~l~Ut:: a gai n s t such partic ip ation.
. . . . . . . . . of ~A~or.
oou,,u,.,,
ua . .a. , t, a t.,Xl,
The 3b 1 occupation is strongly reduced and the S - C bond strength increases
for these systems relative to 715 coordination on the all Mo surface, scheme 10f.
As is expected for later transition, metals, the d blocks of Co. Ni, and Cu !Je
1;elow that of Mo (see H . in table 5). The second metal d levels are in fact
contained in the S p block, well below c r. With a minimum occupation of q0%
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it is evident that for these 3d metals, the number of d electrons available at a
site does not by itself determine the activity. The large energy difference
between the d levels at - 1 3 to - 1 4 eV and thiophene 3bl at -7.78 eV
eliminates a strong backbonding interaction.
The results for the remaining three geometries are less clear cut. Although
antiparallel trends are expected in the 3bt occupation and the S-C o.p., the
$ - C bond strength is not governed solely by the extent of backbonding into
3bl. This is evident in these three cases, where the S - C bond weakening
(decreased $ - C o.p.) is not mirrored by an increase in the 3bl occupation. In
the all Mo model, x 2 _ y 2 couples most strongly with 3bl (fig. 3), and the
overriding factor determining the donor capacity of the metal is the strength
of this Mo-3b~ interaction. Although octahedral pseudointercalation brings
about electron transfer into this x 2 - y2 level, it does not result in increased
donation into 3b~. In the particular case of octahedral pseudointercalation, the
presence ef the second metal pushes Mo x 2 - y 2 below ef. The energy
difference between 3b~ and x 2 - y2 widens and the interaction between the
two orbitals weakens. Therefore, even though the addition of the pseudointercalate results in the reduction of the surface Mo, it does not make Mo a better
donor. Instead, all of the bimetallic systems are superior electron acceptors.
Interactions with both sulfur lone pairs are enhanced, resulting again from the
downward shift of the d levels. Although 2b~ is non-bonding between S and C,
9al is somewhat bonding. An average loss of 1/4 e- is observed for the 9a~
orbital; this loss may be associated with the calculated S - C bond weakeplng.
Although the results for the bimetallic systems provide us with some insight
into how the electronic structure of the surface Mo's is alte:ed by a pseudointercalated or substituted metal, they do not enable us to determine what type
of site is optimum for the 3d metal. Although the effect on 'he surface Mo
depends on where the 3d metal is located, the effect on the thiophene bound
to a surface Mo is similar for all three locations of the 3d metal. It is
particularly interesting to note, however, that even when the surface Mo's are
reduced, they do not necessarily become better donors. Also, the results do
suggest that a 3d metal substituted for a surface Mo does not directly provide
an active site. Clearly, this is a very complex system and these results are
dependent on and limited by our choice of substrate models, adsorption sites
and calculation parameters. Because the system is so complex, ini~ormation
obtained from experiments aimed at a better characterization of both the
active surface and the position of promoters or poisons will be invaluabie to
future theoretical efforts.
9. Conclusions

The electronic factors governing thiophene HDS o n MoS 2 are complex and
depend on the exact nature of the substrate and the coordination geometry of
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the thiophene. As the industrial products are mainly four-membered carbon
species and H2S, and as atomic surface sulfur is frequently encountered
alongside hydrocarbon fragments in clean transition metal surface investigations, we monitor the HDS process theoretically mainly through the extent of
S-C bond weakening as calculated at various sites. If the model of the
substrate is simply a flat Mo exposing surface, the mechanism of S-C
breakage for on-top or bridging 71- or rlS-like modes is straightforward.
Occupation of the 3b~ thiophene orbital will weaken the bond as it is S-C
antibonding. The strongest HDS activity is found in the ~i5 coordination. If
the thiophene adopts an ~12 mode, and H,, is lost in the process, the S-C
bonding nature of the emergent carbon lone pair is of paramount importance
to the bond severing. If instead, hydrogenation occurs, a-addition is energetically favored over --addition, and a-addition causes clear S-C bond weakening. Both rl2 coordination and a-hydrogenation weaken only one S - C bond,
indicative of a two-step ring desulfurization mechanism.
Some type of surface defects can aid the process. For instance, the removal
of a nearby surface sulfur will increase the reactivity of sites which are already
preferred, such as rlS-thiophene. Activation of the rl~ site remains unchanged,
although is may become a better site for initial adsorption. If some bond
contraction is allowed, replacement of the thiophenic for a surface sulfur will
induce some S - C weakening. It is the only S-coordinated thiophene examined
which shows signs of activity. On the other hand, simple surface reconstruction by pairwise distortions of Mo or S, even if energetically favorable in itself,
does not promote HDS. The introduction of a second metal, such as Co, Ni or
Cu can either promote or poison the reactivity, r/5 coordination directly to any
of the three will decrease HDS activity. Pseudointercalation of the second
metal can induce S-C weakening via a decreased occupation of the slightly
S-C bonding 9a 1 thiophene orbital.
Clearly many aspects of the rich ch,emistry of HDS have yet to be explored.
Because of the complexity of the system, we have examined only few simple
cases. More experimental information is needed, particularly a more detailed
description of the catalytic surface. And more theoretical work is needed to
understand ~he experimental results. The richness and variety of the HDS
system make it highly amenable to a :strong cooperation between theory and
experiment.
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"Iable 5
Extended Hiiekel parameters

Orbital

H. (eX0

gl

M o 5s
5p
4d
Co 4s
4p
3d
Ni 4s
4p
3d
Cu 4s
4p
3d

- 8.34
- 5.24
- 10.50
- 9.21
- 5.29
- 13.18
- 9.17
- 5.15
- 13.49
-11.40
- 6.06
- 14.00

1.96
1.90
4.54
2.00
2.00
5.55
1.83
1.13
5.57
2.20
2 20
5.75

S

3s

- 20.00

1.82

3p
2s
2p
ls

-

1.82
1.63
1.63
1.30

C
H

13.30
21.40
11.40
13.60

~'2

C1 a)

C2 a)

1.9

0.5899

0.5899

2.1

0.5679

0.6051

2.0

0.5683

0.5744

1.9

0.5899

0.5899

a) Contraction coefficients used in double ~" expansion

Appendix
The extended Hiickel tight binding method [27] was used throughout. Tile
Hii's were taken from previous work and are listed in table 5 [52]. Crystal
structure data was used for the geometry of lhe MoS 2 models [53]. "l'he
thiophene geometric parameters are [541" d(S-~C~)= 1.723 A, d(C,~-Ca)=
1.360 ,A, d ( C a - C # ) = 1.430 A, d ( C - H ) = 1.079 A, LC~-S-C,,1.7 °, LS-C,,-C#
= 111.6 °, LC~-C#Ca = 112.3 °, L S - C , , - H - 119.2 ° / C , , - C # - H = 123.9 °
Thiophene was placed on one side of the unit cells. Average properties were
calculated over ten and five k points respectively for the one- and two-dimensional systems [55].
o
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